
2. My Ears and hearing
Ear wax is a common cause of hearing loss. 
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Did you know that 1 in 3 adults with a 
learning disability has a significant hearing loss?

Ear wax can be easily treated at your doctor’s surgery. 

Eardrops, available from your pharmacy, can be used to soften and 
loosen the earwax which may help it to work its way out naturally.

Reviewed April 2021. Free to use for personal use and with people you support. 
This checklist can be downloaded from www.surreypb.org.uk
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things to check

1 Do you have a hearing loss
and need more support?

Your doctor’s surgery can book you a 
hearing test.

Your doctor’s surgery can give you advice 
about treating ear wax.

Your doctor’s surgery can give you advice 
about hearing aids.

Hearing aids are not suitable for everyone. They may not be right for 
you if you have a profound hearing impairment. 

Support with your communication.

Speech and Language Therapists can give 
you help with communication. Contact your 
local Community Learning Disability Team.



X
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things to check

2 Do you need more help
with your hearing aid?

NHS hearing aids and new batteries are 
free.  Contact your doctor’s surgery.

You may need help to remember to wear 
your hearing aid, or to use it properly.

Your hearing aid may not work properly. 
It may need cleaning or mending.

The tube may need cleaning, mending or replacing. Your hearing aid 
may need a new battery. Your doctor’s surgery will give you advice.

If your hearing aid is uncomfortable go to 
see your doctor and tell them.

A mould can be made to make sure your 
hearing aid fits in your ear properly.



LOUD
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things to check

3 Has anyone noticed signs of a
hearing loss you don’t know about? 

People who know you well may notice things like:

• You sit very close to or have the TV or radio on loudly.

• You find it harder to understand people talking.

• You seem to ignore other people more often.

• You often ask people to repeat what they have said.

• You watch people’s faces very closely.

• You seem to hear some people and not others.

• You seem to hear sometimes and not other times.

• You touch or slap your ears and the side of your face.

• You find it hard to tell where sounds are coming from.

• You are easily startled.

• You seem dizzy or lose your balance.

If you have any of these signs book a hearing test.

     Some people might not be able to say that they have a problem with 
     their hearing. Their behaviour may change.  

• They may not want to go out as often as before.

• They may get more frightened, anxious and frustrated.

• They may seem sad and withdrawn.



See page 6 for useful websites about ears and hearing.
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things to check

4 Has anyone noticed any physical
problems with your ears?

 Is there any dry skin or soreness?
 Is there any discharge from your ears?

Go to see your doctor if you have any problems with your ears or if  
you have an earache that doesn’t get better in 24 hours. 
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Useful websites

Action on Hearing Loss  
Action on Hearing Loss is the new name for Royal National Institute for the 
Deaf (RNID).

www.actiononhearingloss.org.uk

The Royal Association for Deaf People (RAD)  
RAD provide a support service for people with a learning disability 
in the South East who are Deaf or Hard of Hearing.
There is also useful information on their website.

www.royaldeaf.org.uk

Easy Health 
Easyhealth is run by an organisation called Generate Opportunities Ltd. 

There are Easy Read leaflets about hearing loss and hearing aids designed 
by many different organisations.

Look in the ‘Health Leaflets’ section.

www.easyhealth.org.uk
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Using this checklist

This checklist is a part of The Health Action Planning toolkit available 
from www.surreypb.org.uk
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Do you need to have 
a new eye test?

Do you need help 
with your glasses?

Has anyone noticed signs of a 
sight loss you don’t know about?

Do you need more support 
for the sight loss you have?
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If there are any concerns about your health it is important to talk to your doctor.

1. My Eyes and eyesight

Yes means action

Action needed

If the answer to any of the questions below
 is ‘yes’ a health action is needed. 
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Also record advice given by your doctor or other health professional

Use the ‘Top To Toe Health Checklist’ to help you answer these questions.

My name and address

Who helped me fill in my health action plan

Date first written: Dates when updated:

My Health action plan

Important information about my health

Please stick a photo 
of yourself here

Female version

Contains 
private and 
confidential
Information.

The Health Action Planning toolkit is free to use.

• There are 20 other checklists in the series covering a wide range of health issues.

• There is a Health Action Plan template for your checklist answers.

The Health Action Planning Toolkit was developed by Mike Leat from The Clear 
Communication People Ltd in partnership with Surrey & Borders Partnership NHS 
Foundation Trust health professionals and other health professionals in Surrey.

Special thanks to members of the Health Action Planning Group for their support 
and advice: Phil Boulter, Matthew Box, Kathryn Fisher, Maria Gainsford, Gemma 
Hare, Patrick Howarth, Denise Souter and Susann Stone

The Health Action Planning Toolkit is intended as a aid to support people with learning disabilities to access the 
support and advice of qualified health professionals. The Clear Communication People Ltd take no responsibility 
for medical diagnosis, advice and treatment given in conjunction with the use of this checklist.

The development of this toolkit was 
made possible by initial funding from 

The Learning Disability Partnership 
Board in Surrey, and further funding from 

The South East Health Quality Forum.

The Clear Communication People Ltd 
also helped fund the development. 
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